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Monetary Growth Models and the Neutrality of Money in the Long Run * 

by 

Edwin Burmeister and Rodney Dobell 

I. Introduction 

Some time ago there was an exchange involving Harry Johnson and 

James Tobin I , J on the question of the neutrality of money. At the 

time it appeared that Tobin had carried the day with a demonstration that 

money was non-neutral in the sense that changes in the rate of growth of 

nominal money balances would entail changes in the capital-labour ratio 

in equilibrium. We wish in this note to argue that (uncharacteristic as 

it may seem) Harry Johnson capitulated too soon. To substantiate this 

argument, we sketch here the outlines of a simple one sector neo-classical 

model with outside money balances. This model is developed in more detail 

in our recent book [lJ, but without the interpretation we emphasize here.** 

One conclusion is the existence of stabilization policies which 

seem paradoxical at first glance. Upon examination, however, they are 

revealed to be perfectly sensible for the model under discussion. What is 

paradoxical - as in all neo-classical monetary growth models to date - is 

'* 	 This paper was presented to seminars at the University of Toronto in 
March, 1969, at the University of British .Columbia in August, 1969, 
and at the University of Michigan in December, 1969. DODell wishes to 
express to all the participants in these seminars his thanks for comments 
on the paper. Burmeister's research was supported by the NSf\ Dobell's 
oy the Canada Council through a grant from the Killam Memorial Fund. 

** 
The relevant regerences are listed at the end of Chapter 6 in [lJ. Of 
particular interest in Sidrauski's paper [ J. 
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that the price of physical capital goods is set on markets involving the 

trading of assets for speculative purposes. The answer to the paradox is 

clearly that we require models in which paper assets are the instruments for 

speculation, and real asset values are linked only rather tenuously to the 

paper asset values through the mysterious processes of capital market valu

ation. We shall return to comment on this issue somewhat later. 

In reviewing the evolution of the simple growth models, one observes 

a few major strands. Taking the neo-classical one-sector growth model without 

money as a starting point, we trace the development of a smooth, completely 

trouble-free, accumulating economy. We suppose that all saving is absorbed, 

and the process of accumulating capital goods in line with saving desires 

involves trye deepening of capital in production to the point that in equi

librium, all saving is absorbed Simply by the requirement that capital per 

man be maintained constant in the face of the growth of the labour force 

and physical depreciation. The well-known Solow model provides the econom

ical statement of this process. Within its limits, the model is impeccable 

and its conclusions not subject to challenge. A major difficulty, however, 

has been the question whether investors would be prepared to absorb all the 

saving volunteered by the economy. If not, then the saving flow desired by 

the economy is not matched by an equal flow of resources directed to the 

accumUlation of physical capital goods. One might view Harrod's development 

of the Keynsian problems of over~saving in a dynamic context as the pricipal 

statement of the argument that the presence of a floor to acceptable rates 
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of profit will prevent the capital deepening required in the Solow model 

to attain equilibrium. Under these circumstances, the problems of stag

nation recur, and one is faced with a flow of desired savings exceeding 

the flow of resources directed to capital accumulation. That difficulty 

is, of course, the original Keynesian problem. 

If we are not to accept the Solow path - that is, the process of 

continuing capital deepening to the point where the entire saving flow 

is absorbed simply in maintaining capital-labour ratios - as a route out 

of this difficulty, then we might turn to the development suggested by 

Tobin. He appeals to a second principle of Keynesian economics, that of 

a desire for liquid assets for speculative purposes. If there are other 

assets in the system to which the flow of saving may be directed, then it 

will not be necessary that the rate of accumUlation of capital goods 

acceptable to managers of firms match the flow of saving desired by the 

community as a whole; the excess may be absorbed in accumUlation of the 

alternative assets. Thus a second way out of the Keynesian difficulties 

of over-saving may be seen: by offering to the community a paper asset 

which provides an alternative form in which to hold wealth, a central 

government may in fact avoid the apparent difficulty of an excess of 

desired saving over attainable levels of investment expenditure. Of 

course it is necessary that real saving be reduced to a rate equal to an 

acceptable level of real investment; it is in this way that the burden of 

the debt emerges. But if savers in the economy are prepared to accumulate 

wealth in the form of paper assets, then equilibrium may De maintained at 

full employment indefinitely, with realization of all saving desires, even 

in the presence of a floor to the rate of profit (and therefore a ceiling 
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on the acceptable levels of investment in the accumulation of physical 

capital goods}. It is such a model that we wish to analyze Below. 

tI . The Mode1 

ILa TheTechnology 

We adopt for this model the standard one-sector technology with a 

single physical capital good. In this model a single output good which 

serves as the consumption good and the capital good is produced by use of 

the services of the stock of capital goods and the labour force. The pro

duction function is assumed to be homogeneous of degree one and to satisfy 

the following commonly-invoked regul,arity conditions on the per capital 

consumption function f(k}, which gives the flow of output per capita as a 

function f(k} of the capital laBour ratio k: 

f(k} > 0, 0 < k < m; f(O} =0; f(ro} =00; 

fl(k} > 0, 0 < k < m; fl(O} = 00; 

fl(m) = 0; f"(k} < 0, a < k< m. 

The latter conditions are not indispensable, but they do avoid difficulties 

which might arise at boundaries and are therefore convenient for our present 

expositional purposes. 

II.b Definitions 

1. Rea~.wealth. Letting K deonte the level of physical capital 

stocks, M the level of nominal money balances, Wthe level of real wealth 

and p the price of the output (and capital) good in terms of money, we 
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define real wealth W ;: K+ M/p. 

2. Real Net Disposable Income. Since we wish real income and 

real consumption to satisfy the relationship Y = W+ C, we must define 

real net disposable income by the relationship 
o 0 

(nY; F(K,Ll - oK +(~)= C +K+(~) 

3.· Rate of Return. In line with the usual arguments as to the 

yield on assets over any particular holding period, we shall define the 

expected money yield on the capital good as r, identical to the rate of 

real rental on the capital good plus the expected rate of capital gain. 

Thus we have 
. 

r :: flCk) .. Q + E(p/p}. (2) 

H.c GoodS Market Equilibriumat f~llEmp-1~yment 

Toe first of the relationships which make up the model is that con

cerning the equilibrium on goods and factor markets, namely, the condition 

that desired and realized savtng 5e equal to desired and realized investment, 

with factor markets clearing at full employment. In this model real wealth 

has been defined as W= K+ M/p, so that in equilibrium realized investment 

must equal the observed value for W, that is, the observed value for K + ~M/P)/dt. 

Si.nce we assume that there are no active investment decisions to 5e taken into 

account, we may take real ized investment to be equal to desi.red inv~stment, 
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and also therefore to be equal to realized saving. Thus our first 

behavioral hypothesis is that determining desired saving. We take the 

simple hypothesis of a constant saving rate and aSSUlne that desired 

real saving is a constant fraction of real net disposable income. Hence 
. 

we have W= sY. Since Y is real net disposable income at full employment, 

the assumption of factor market clearing is built in, and the goods 

market equilibrium condition is that desired saving, sY, should equal . 
realized investment, K + d(M/p}dt. This is the first of the two funda

mental equilibrium conditions of this model. 

n.d Money Market· Equilibrium 

The supply of nominal balances per capita is a given numBer at 

each instant. We shall assume the existence of a demand for money function 

in per capita terms which summarizes the results of portfolio decisions of 

asset holders in such a way as to show the desired nominal balances per 

capita for any combination of per capita money wealth, per capita value 

of output flow, and expected yield on the holding of the capital good. We 

summarize this money demand function as 

Md = G(Y,W,r} . (3) 

Absence of money illusion would suggest that this function should be 

homogeneous of degree one in its first two arguments. Consequently we may 

write the demand for money function as the function 

M/p = G(Y/p ,Wlp, rl (4) 
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or defining x as real cash balances per capita, we may write 

x = G[f(k), k + x, rJ. (5} 

Since the price of goods is determined at each instant, the 

actual level of real cash balances per capita is likewise determined 

at each instant. We shall impose the equilibrium condition that the 

desired level of real cash balances should always be the actual level 

of real cash balances per capita. This equilibrium must De Drought about 

by alterations in the rate of change of prices which bring the yield on 

the capital good to whatever level is required to persuade people to hold 

the portfolio currently in existence. Setting out the equilibrium condition 

that the desired level of cash balances should equal the actual, we may 

solve the relationship to express the required yeild r as a function 

r = 9S(k,xl • (6} 

This relationship shows the yield required to maintain equilibrium in 

asset markets with the various portfolios of cash and real capital per 

capita. 

The model is therefore very straightforward. We begin with given 

endowments of capital, nominal balances, and labour force. We assume 

that the labour force grows exponentially at an exogenously given rate g, 

and that the money supply in nominal terms grows exponentially at an 

exogeneous rate e. Finally, with a given initial price level, an initial 

level of real cash balances is determined. Thus the initial portfolio 

of real cash balances per capita and real capital per capita is given. 
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For that portfolio, a prescribed yield is necessary if equiliorium 

on the money;;markets is to be attained. Such a yield consists of a 

real rental rate determined completely by the level of the capital-

labour ratio and an expected rate of price inflation. Only this 

expected rate of price inflation is available as an equilibrium variable 

to bring the y'eld into line with the portfolios and existing portfolio 

desires. We assume that the rate of price inflation is determined so as 

to bring about this equilibrium. Given this rate of price inflation, the 

rate of change of real cash balances is determined and real net disposable 

income therefore is also determined. From this, desired saving is cal

culated according to our proportional saving hypothesis. Since, however, 

all gains in real cash balances represent accumulation of wealth, and 

since desired saving is known, the residual saving must take the form 

of accumulation of physical capital. Thus the growth of the capital 

stock is determined in such a way as to bring total realized saving up 

to the level of saving warranted by the observed levels of net disposable 

income including increases in real cash balances. The model thus advances 

itself continuously in this fashion, evolving through the whole set of 

equilibrium portfolio configurations. The question is liTo what end does 

this evolution lead?" 

rn. Analysis of the Model 

With the initial capital stock, nominal money supply, labour force, 

and initial price level all given, the growth of nominal balances per 
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capita is an exogenous function of time. Two equilibrium conditions 

thus determine the path of the capital labour ratio required if all 

saving is to be absorbed (so that equilibrium on goods and factor 

markets prevails at all times) and the path of the price level required 

if stocks of money and capital are to be willingly held (so that there 

is equilibrium on asset markets at all times). Instead of dealing with 

the price level itself, however, it is more convenient to deal with the 

stock of capital per capita and the stock of real cash balances per 

capita as the two variables to be determined by the system. The model 

thus gives two differential equations to determine these variables from 

prescribed initial conditions. Substituting from the relations above, 

we obtain the following two differential equations as the final form of 

the system to be analyzed 

c 
k = (n 
o 
X = (8) 

The model thus gives two differential equations to determine these variables 

from prescribed initial conditions. The resulting trajectories then repre

sent paths of equilibrium portfolios through which the economy must move. 

Without going into details, we observe that under fairly general 

conditions on the demand for money function, it is possible to show that 

the system of two differential equations leads to trajectortes as shown in 

the attached diagram. In this diagram, there is a saddlepoint equilibrium 
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at the portfolio (k*,x*), and there is a futther equilibrium at the 

portfolio (R**,O). We observe further that if the system begins with 

no money, it ends with no money and follows a trajectory along the x 

axis where the capital-labour ratio evolves exactly as dictated by the 

original Solow model to an equil ibrium k**, where all saving is absorbed 

by the reguirement to maintain the capitahlaoour ratio constant in the 

face of growing labour force and certain physical deppeciation. On the other 

hand, if there are positive money balances in the system initi'ally, various 

trajectories may be generated, depending on the nature of the initial 

configuration. 

Tb.ough not exactly in this form, Tobin's original analysis I ], led 

to the identification of the equil ibrium portfolio (k*, x*J, at whicfl the 

evolution of the system finds a sustainable equiliorium with constant real 

cash balances per capita and a constant capita 1-1 abour ratio;~: Tobin 

demonstrated that the location of this equilibrium portfolio (k*, x*J 

depended crucially upon the exogenous rate of growth of the money stock, 6. 

I'n particular, the equiltbrium capita l-labour ratio, k* depends upon the 

value assumed for 8, and thus it is possible to assert that money cannot 

be neutral in the long run: a change in the rate of growth of nominal 

money stocKS alters the real equilibrium capital-labour ratio, and there

fore real output per capita, and therefore also the real rate of interest 

in equil ibrium. It was on this basis that Tobin asserted that Harry Johnson's 

claims [ ] for the neutrality of money were false. In his reply, Harry 

Johnson conceded on this point I J. 
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However, as has been pointed out above, and earlier oy Nagatani 

[ ], the equilibrium portfolio (k*, x*), is in fact a sadd1epoint equi

librium. Thus, a1thougn Tobin IS comparative static results snowing that 

k* depends directly on the value of e are correct, their significance i.s 

called into question. For "almost any\! initial conditton, toe system 

will diverge from the sadd1 epoint equili5rium (k*, x*J, and tnerefore in 

the long run, the value of k* is "almost a1ways" irre1 evant. We must 

seek further elaboration of the trajectories of the model in order to 

determine the effects of changing rates of growth of money Balances. 

Examination of Figure 1 suggests in fact that there is a staBle equiliorium 

within the system, namely, at the portfolio (k**, O} cited earlier as the 

we1 hknown nOnmoney "$olow" equilibrium. From the diagram it is seen that, 

with a given initial capital-labour ratio for all initial stocKS of real 

cash oa1ances lying below the stable arm marked aa, the system does not 

approach the saddlepoint equil ibrium (k*, :x*), Bulb rather it converges to 

this stable equilibrium (k**, OJ. Thus if the i"nitia1 money'~oalances are 

sufficiently low, or if initial price levels are sufficiently high, the 

system converges ultimately to a no",money equi1"ibrium and Behaves like the 

one-sector Solow model. Changes in the rate of growtfl of the money supply 

wfiich do not pusn the system from below the stable arm on to or aBove it, 

therefore, have no effect on the economy in the long run. 

Wnat about tne trajectories beg1nning above ttie stable arm aa? Of 

tnese trajectortes, Htt1 e can oe said in the context of tnts model, since 

all sucn trajectories ultimately violate a constraint that real consumption 

cannot exceed real output. On these trajectories, the system ts led to 
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violate this constral'nt oy virtue of the fact trlat capttal gatns are 

occuring at such a rate that real net di'sposable i'ncome is so liigh that 

desired saving can be accompli'shed even wtth consumption 1eveh exceeding 

the flow of output goods in tne economy. Along such trajectories, there

fore, capital stoCKS would decwnulate and real cash balances rise until 

the boundary at which consumption equals the flow of physical output is 

reaefted. Beyond such a boundary, thi.smodel can have no economic si gni

ficance. Proper analysis of the model taking into account the constraint 

that consumptton must be constrained to be not greater than tlie output 

flow must await elaboration of the process of goods marKet clearing. 

TIl. "Conclusions 

Tfle essence of this model (and the issue fundamental in the exchange 

between Johnson and Tobin) ts that individuals count changes in real cash 

balances as part of their net real disposable income and wish to save some 

portion and consume some portion. In fact, however, all of the gains in 

real cash balances accrue as increments to wealth. To the extent that 

individuals wish to consume some part of their gains in real cash balances, 

they are forced to reduce tneir saving 1n the form of physical capt'tal goods. 

(That is, being mis1 ed oy tne presence of paper gains into a feeling of 

high incomes, they take out a greater portion of th.e flow of real goods in 

consumpti.'onD Thus, in Ute model with money and rising real cash balances, 

the level of capital per worker that yields equilibrium is reduced. This 

insight is fundamental to an understanding of how these models work, and 

the clarification of these points na:s been a major contr;Dution of the 

exchange between Tobin and Johnson. But analysis of the differential 
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equation system impl icit '~n their exchange shows tnat in fact tlie economy 

circumvents the effects of the introduction of paper money by the paradoxical 

process of reacliing for money stocKS too intensely. Tnat is, when money 

stocks are introduced in such proportion as initially to put the economy 

belaw the stable ann aa in figure 1, one may interpret the economy as oei"ng 

in a position of relativelysc~rce real cash oalances. Fa"iouring real money 

balances relatively over goods, the economy can be persauded to hold tlie 

existing capital stock only by the promise of capital gains. Realization of 

these promised capttal gatns, however, lias the effect of reducing real cash 

balances still futther andir'lcreasi:'ng their relative scarcity. The process 

continues, forcing prices to rise faster than nominal balances per capita 

with the result that in the end the level of real oalances per capita falls 

to zero, and the economy approaches the no-money "501 ow potnt 11 • That So low 

point being i,ndependent of initial money stock or tts rate of growth, one 

can assert the long run neutrality of money: unless the initial stocK of 

real balances places the economy exactly (in a knife-edge position1 on tfte 

stable arm leading to Tobin's saddlepoint equtlibrium, changes in the money 

stock or Hs rate of growtli do not affect real equili:orium capital-laoour ratio, 

real output per capita, or the real rate of return in balanced growth. 

It is interesting to note tha t a process of endogenous growth of the 

money supply may staoilize this system. In some stmple models a rule oy which 

the growth of the money supply is related directly to tlie yield on the 

capital goods is suffici'ent to ensure that the equil ibrium portfolio (£<* ~ x*) 
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with positive money balances becomes a saddlepoint toward whicn the 

economy may converge from arbitrary initial conditions. This stabilizing 

policy, however, seems somewhat perverse at first glance, as Hahn I ] has 

pointed out: when the yield on assets is high, the rate of price inflation 

is also high, and it is precisely then that this rule calls for the greatest 

rate of increase in the nominal balances. This means that we are arguing 

for a staf>ilization policy based on adding nominal Balances more and more 

quickly the higher is the rate of price increase. However, the perversity 

of th5s policy 1S only an illus10n; review of the princ1ples on which this 

model operates will illustrate that there is no sense in which the price 

increases of this model may be related to standard questions of price inflation. 

In this model, price increases are generated in an at~empt to raise the 

expected yield on capital goods and thereby persuade people to hold existing 

stocks of phys1cal assets. Yields are highest when people are most reluctant 

to hold these assets; only by promise of the reward of significan:fj capital 

gains will they be prepared to move from holding money stocks to holding 

physical capital goods. High y1elds in this model, in other words, are a 

signal of relative 'scarcity of cash. The stabilizing t'ule calls for there 

to be cash supplied when the Signals point to it being scarce. The results 

therefore of this stabilizing policy are not perverse in the context of the 

model we are analyzing. What is perverse is that we have tne price of goods 

determ1ned stri'ctly on the basis of the capital gains required to persuade 

people to hold physical assets in tfleir portfoli'o, for speculative reasons 

alone. 
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It is evident that monetary growth models demand the tntroduction 

of alternative paper assets wh'fch wtll be the instrument held by households 

accumulating wealthand.holding portfol1os for speculati've reasons.· ,_.The 

accumulation of physical capital goods will then ~e determined oymanagers 

of firms who hold the physical capltal goods wltnout anticipating the trade 

of these capi'tal goods in real1zations of capltal gains. Under sucn dr

cumstances, with an independent investment function, tnere must Be some 

further consideration of the assumption of full employment. One approach 

to a consistent model emBodying tnese features is a model with an expl icit 

government stabtllzatton pollcy determining expenditures; then the financing 

of the required stabili"zation expenditures would determine an endogenous money 

supply. Analysts of such a model can be expected to advance the state of 

monetary growth models to the point where some discussl'on of price inflatton 

in the usual sense may tndeed be possible. 


